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Setting Up Motion Capture Session

1. Turn on Camera Controllers below the MoCap desk. (Power switch is above the fan on
back).
2. Turn on/log into the Blade controller station at the MoCap desk.
a. Username: “mocap”
b. Password: “mocap”
3. Double-click the “Vicon Blade 3.1” icon to launch Blade, or click the icon in the taskbar.

4. When the “Select Profile” window pops up, select the default profile and click “OK”.
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5. Blade 3.1 Main Window, we'll come back to this soon.
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Motion Capture Actor Prep

When using two piece motion capture suits, use Velcro strips/squares to stop the suit from
separating. If the track suit moves around on the actor, the markers will too (ie. suit shirt moves
upward), and the tracking may lose its usefulness. In areas with two markers in the same area
(wrist, elbow, etc), Blade places a joint between the two sensors where natural bends occur.
Head:
● Two markers, one above each temple
● Two markers, one behind both ears
● One marker on top of head but off to the side (asymmetrical) – helps to determine which
way the actor is facing
Upper
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

body: Joints are important!!
One marker as high as possible on front of actor, at the clavicle
One marker on sternum, in the dip of the ribcage; helps to get spine rotation
One marker as high as possible on suit of the back of actor; “C7”
One marker parallel to the ground and to the sternum, between shoulder blades; “T10”
Two markers on shoulder muscles at front divots, NOT on muscle
Two markers on shoulder blades parallel to front divot markers, NOT on muscle
Four markers on elbows: outside and inside of elbow joint, follow crease when arm is bent
towards head
● Four markers on wrist: between tendons on side of wrist
● One markers on forearm, another on upper arm: these should be offset between the other
markers; setting up these markers differently on actors helps to differentiate actors
within Blade

Hips:
●
●
●

Hips are important! These perform transformation/rotation of the body
Two markers at the part of the pelvis bone that sticks forward
Two markers on the back side of the actor, perpendicular of the front
Two markers at the sides

→Together, these should be flat, but essentially creates a tilted plane with other hip markers
Thighs: place markers in spots where they won't get occluded by the hands when the actor is at
rest. Think of actions being performed, as well.
● have actor take a half step forward and lean forward, knees setup similar to elbow,
parallel between the two markers; use knee cap as a guide to find the hinge area
● between both knees, the markers should be parallel when standing up
Ankles: only on outside, bony part of ankle
● Have actor lean side to side
Feet:
● Back of shoe
● Metatarsals on sides in front of the shoe bend
● One on toe
Blade 3 is also able to utilize unique pattern labeling clusters, which help the system to identify
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multiple actors when used. Place on actor(s) mid back and offset to one side.

Camera Calibration

Performing a calibration of the system and the cameras is recommended to do prior to sessions,
especially if the cameras have been moved or it has been a long time since the last time the
system was last used. The cameras’ setup can be reset by pressing a button, but its always a
good idea to do this to be sure that you’ll get accurate results. It is generally easier to do a
calibration with two people – one to run the system and one to perform the wand-wave. To
perform a calibration:
1. Aim Cameras
When setting up the motion capture
area, this will be used. Otherwise,
the cameras are a permanent install,
so this step can be skipped.
2. Auto Threshold
Makes sure all cameras are showing
black (try to track down which
camera is seeing objects and remove
it if possible... in most cases, this
may be someone's shoes reflections or
sunglasses). This automatically blanks
out the areas of the sensor from being
able to track markers. The downside
of this is those areas of the sensor
won't be able to track markers, if the
markers go into that area. If there's a
reflective prop within the motion
capture volume, this may be the only
way to get around it.
3. Wand Wave
Uses each camera to orient and place
each camera within the Blade
software environment. Perform this
BEFORE EVERY SHOOT. This will
look like light painting within the
software.
Use the Combined Wand and L-frame
(5 markers) Y-up setting within the
software, and the wand.
Refinement frames – 2000 is the
default. Higher values will slow down
the data capture, and lower values
will not get a good result.
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Begin the wave in a small area in the middle of the motion capture volume, wave wand around
and spin, gradually make bigger circles. The last thing to do is walk around the end parts of the
motion capture volume and aim the marker wand toward the opposite sides' motion capture
cameras. After doing this, you want most/all of the camera values to return with “Awesome!”
4. Set Origin
Find the center of the motion capture volume, and using the same wand used in Wand Wave,
place the handle end facing away from the screen. This will set the origin of the motion capture
volume. With the wand used, the Z axis is the handle, the X axis is the top attachment, Y is
assumed to be up.
5. Calibrate Floor Plane
Draws a plane within the Blade software using 5 markers; place 1 marker at each of the 4
corners of the volume, and 1 in the middle at the origin.
On the Studio Activities tab, change Processing Level option to Reconstruct
In the Camera Calibration window, click Create Floor Plane.
Press Start.
Pressing Stop will set the floor plane.

The left window is the perspective view, and displays what the cameras are tracking in realtime.
To move up/down/left/right, select the red/green/blue arrows, or use the T key. To rotate,
select the rounded circle icon, or use the R key.
The right window is single and multi-camera view. Middle click a camera to select/deselect
cameras to make fullscreen. The brown color in viewport is the primary camera. Click on the
four color graph icon to adjust individual/multiple cameras.
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Strobe (RED): brightness
Threshold (YELLOW): aperture sensitivity adjustment setting on cameras,
default is 0.5
Gain (WHITE): multiplies values of what the cameras see, shouldn't ever
need to make adjustments
Circularity (GREEN): when markers are detected, they'll appear circular
within the viewports. Default setting is 0.33
On the Studio Activities tab, Click the RealTime button. A Realtime panel on the left side of the
window will open with some settings options.
● Greyscale fitting setting
○ Enabled: Check True box (this will enable 2 passes of the tracking, and gets a
better result)
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Capture Editor

Click the Actor Layout button in the top of the main window
● Database
◦ Click Create a new database, noted above, to create a new database. A window will
pop-up asking for Location and name.
▪ For the location, use the “E:/Mocap_Data” folder.
▪ For the name, type a database filename based on the capture session, (ie.
“DATE-MoCap”).
▪ Click Create.
▪ An Open Database window will appear, highlighting the database that was just
created, click on Open.
◦ Right click in database window, New>Project to create and name a new project
◦ Right click on the new project, New>Capture Day to create a new day name of the
capture date (ie. “Monday,” “Tuesday”)
◦ Right click on the day name, New>Session to create a new session (ie. “Morning,”
“Afternoon”). Everything recorded during this session is created here.
◦ Name the actor/actors here as well.
The result of the database creation should look similar to the Training project above.
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Actor Range of Motion

ROM (Range of Motion): Run the actor through a Range of Motion test. (The object of the ROM
test is to calibrate the full range of motion of the actor and establish the joints/skeleton for
that particular actor/marker set. For this and ALL captures, the actor must start and end each
capture in a T-stance).
1. Click the pull down menu and select “Solve.”
2. Make sure you’ve selected the “Actor Layout” button. If the Data Management window
does not appear at the bottom of the screen, you can re-open it at any time by clicking
the main menu (red ring in upper left corner) and select “Data Management.”
3. General motion for the ROM is as follows:
4. In the Data Management area, select the session (“Morning,” Afternoon”). In the right
hand “Capture” panel, create a new capture called “[Actor Name]-ROM”.
5. After instructing actor to stand int eh middle of the volume, click “Start” to begin the
capture.
● Actor starts from T-stance, feet shoulder width apart and facing straight forward,
arms parallel to the floor, palms facing down, head facing forward.
● Rotate the head.
● Rotate wrists, elbows, then shoulders.
● Twist upper body left-right several times.
● Rotate hips (hula-style).
● Extend right leg forward, bend knee back and forth, rotate ankle. Then swing leg
backward, bend knee and rotate ankle.
● Extend left leg forward, bend knee back and forth, rotate ankle. Then swing leg
backward, bend knee and rotate ankle.
● From a T-stance bend elbows in so fists are in front of shoulders and squat down.
● Return to T-stance.
3. Once actor is back in T-stance, stop the capture.
4. In the Data Management area, there should now be a listing for the captured take. Double
click on the small blue circle with the “X” in the “CHILDFILES” column of the ROM take.
(Note: don’t click on the “B” icon at this point).
a. This will load the recorded take into the viewer.
(Do not be alarmed if the cameras turn off -- this is normal).
5. Note: this step will take a while to run, allow for time to complete these.
Click on the Labeling button within the main window interface.
● Processing Level: Reconstruct
● Detect Labeling Clusters: looks for 5 markers that stay close together
◦ To do manually, select markers, then create cluster.
● Create Labeling Setup: bone naming scheme
◦ Middle Waist Markers Location: Sides
◦ Select all markers
◦ Prompt for name
● Label ROM: automatic button to create labels, do not need all selected
◦ The actors pose at the displayed frame should be the same as the skeleton.
● Calibrate: run through the process of assigning trackers
◦ Things to look for:
▪ Arms: be sure that the back line of the arm is straight
▪ Hips: be sure that the hips area is fairly planar
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▪

Front/back body: be sure that this area is made up of triangles
→ Fix labels if you get swapping at this point.
● ALT-Select marker then label
● Ranges selected applies label to error markers
◦ Cliff: range to remove gaps
Select all markers in the viewport; in the bottom right of Blade, you should see a number of
markers the cameras are tracking. If the labeling clusters are used, there should be a total of 58
markers. If not, there should be 53 markers.
CHECK THE DATA: open a second version of Blade to check the ROM data. In database, double
click the “X” icon in database.
Within the target database folder, there should now be a number of files with different
extensions, these are:
●
●
●
●
●

X2D: file type of raw data capture in the X and Y axis
XCP: calibration file
ENF: database management text file
XML: information and description of hardware
HDF: Blade project file

From the Studio Activities tab, click on the Labeling icon. A new panel will show up on the left.
Click the “...” next to Calibrate icon in the main window interface
Leave settings as default
Show covariance: displays a gray bubble of an area that shows
the markers range. Keep them close to the markers position. Fix
messed up parts by assigning trackers manually, then
recalibrate.
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Click the Solving Editor tab
Create Production Level Skeleton
Create Solving Setup
Note:
-

The icons in the top of the window on the left are:
Create solving setup from existing file
Import solving setup
Replace solving setup
Export solving setup
Remove solving setup

You’ll want to export the solving solution (it’s the floppy disk
icon)

In the original Blade window, look in the database. Right click and refresh, and a B icon should
appear, this is the solving solution.
For live characters:
Click the Character Management icon in the main window interface. The green icon loads all
files in from database.
Change Processing Level option to Solve
New files should follow actor
VPL: Hypergraph view shows the hierarchy of the data
VSK: Vicon Skeleton; used for realtime and post labeling
VSS: Vicon Solving Skeleton
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Adding a Prop

3 minimum markers, 5 markers ideal; these will give the origin, direction, and orientation of the
prop. Two joints in a straight line, some joints on the side. For guns, you don't want the markers
in a line, or you won't get orientation.
Front 3 selected.
Hold prop at orientation, then disconnect from cameras to setup.
Selection order is important!!: joint locator, direction joint, orientation joint
Create Prop Setup
Calibrate Prop is used only when there is a lot of joints on the prop, otherwise leave alone
Special Manipulator: offsets translate/rotation of prop to the correct position
CTRL and right click in Viewport brings up a context menu, Update Constraint Offsets
Click the Realtime icon in the main window interface
Label Settings
● Booting quality: “strictness” of tracking; -1 to +1
● Tracking quality: looser tracking when turned down, tends to stop tracking when turned
up
● Label completeness entrance threshold: when actor leaves, scene updates quicker on
return. 0.5 is default for one person.
● Require labeling clusters: False (unchecked), when using 1 or 2 actors
● Joint Ranges Slack: 1.20 setting, if actors' joints go beyond the initial ROM
● HSL: Record feature – set up settings and run a script to reset, then back to default in
case they get changed
● Occlusion fixing settings: helps out with gaps in tracking markers; by default, if markers
are lost, Blade now guesses where they should be
● Solving settings: used for tracking fingers, this isn't used here
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Post Processing Tools

● Open Database takes
◦ Run Checked goes through the Reconstruct, Axiom Label, Fix Occlusion, and Solve
steps automatically; if there are any issues, uncheck the necessary options and do
these manually
▪ Reconstruct
● Fix occlusion
▪ Axiom Label
● single pass label: unchecked
● adjusting tracking quality:
● joint range slack: up the number to allow for more slack
▪ Fix Occlusion
● Fix occlusion so fake marker data is used
▪ Solve

Viewport filters allow for viewing only specific selections
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Batching Axiom Post
● Export to HDF first
◦ Select X2D files first
◦ Export file checked
◦ Export to original directory
◦ Appendage adds text after the file name, if desired
● Clean up scene before exporting (cameras and markers)
● Export as FBX from HDF files
● When exporting FBX: collapse hierarchies on in the export pop-up window
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MotionBuilder

It is possible to feed the live capture session information to Autodesk MotionBuilder 2014 and
attach the actor to a rigged model in real-time. To do this, open MotionBuilder and move it to
the second screen of the MoCap desk, this screen is also what will be displayed on the projection
screen.
1. Open MotionBuilder 2014.
2. In the Asset Browser tab in MotionBuilder (usually in the lower-right corner), click on
Devices.
3. Vicon Stream Device
◦ Server Address: localhost
◦ Port: 801
◦ Coordinate Plane: Y-up
◦ Check Stream Bones
◦ Model binding: Vicon:Optical
◦ Data Streaming
▪ Server Active checked
▪ Sync with connect unchecked
◦ Online button: initially red. Upon clicking, should turn yellow briefly, then green. This
means streaming is ready
▪ **something must be playing in Blade for the stream to work**
4. Once MotionBuilder connects, you should now see the skeleton in the MotionBuilder main
window.
5. Have the MoCap actor stand in either a T-stance, or match the stance of the character
model, making sure they are facing down the positive Z axis in MotionBuilder.
6. Merge in the rigged character model. Characterize it (make sure it’s facing down the
positive Z axis).
7. Double-click the newly created character to bring up the Properties tab. In the “Input
Type” box, select “Character” and select “Driver_MoCap” under the input source.
8. Click on the “Active” checkbox. The model should “snap” to the skeleton and follow the
actor’s motion.
9. For display purposes, you can click “ALT+ENTER” on the keyboard to make the camera
view window display full-screen. (Hit ALT+ENTER again to exit full-screen mode).
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Pegasus

Import FBX
CTRL click joints on character to associate
Edit joints/skeleton to what Blade is showing
Press play to connect to streaming
Pegasus streams an output as well
Snap Feet: task presets to snap feet to the ground plane
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